Dewey Diva Picks- Fall 2018 Adult Books- HarperCollins Canada
Fiction:
Becoming Mrs. Lewis by Patti Callahan- Thomas Nelson – 9780785224501- HC- $31.99Fiction / Historical- 416 pp.- October 2018 (Simult. TPB (9780785225812, $24.99), Digital Audio
(9780785218586), & E-book (9780785218081))

The love story of C. S. Lewis and his only wife, author and poet Helen Joy Davidman Gresham led
to some of C. S. Lewis's greatest works on love, grief, and faith, yet Joy is most commonly known
for how she died. Becoming Mrs. Lewis allows us to see how this brilliant and passionate woman
lived-and why she stole Jack's heart.
The Boy at the Keyhole by Stephen Giles- Hanover Square Press- 9781335652928- HC- $32.50Fiction/Suspense- 304 pp. -September 2018 (Simult. TPB (9781335005465, $22.99) & E-book:
9781488098611 & Digital Audio: 9781488205170)

A boy left alone in his family’s English estate with a housekeeper, starts to suspect that she has
murdered his mother. Great for fans of Shirley Jackson, Sarah Waters and Daphne du Maurier.
Elefant by Martin Suter (transl. by Jamie Bulloch)- Fourth Estate- 9780008264314- TP
Original- $19.99- Fiction- 352 pp. – September 2018
The international bestseller about friendship, second chances, and a tiny glow-in-the-dark pink
elephant. (E-book also available: 9780008264291)
Family Trust by Kathy Wang- William Morrow- 9780062855251- HC- $33.50- Fiction /
Literary - 400 pp. -October 2018 (Simult. TP (9780062874764, $23.99), LP (9780062859525, $31.99),
Digital Audio (9780062866257), and E-book (9780062855275) )

Struggling to fulfill their dying father’s final bequest, a privileged Chinese-American family in
Silicon Valley is forced to contend with the truth of their own lives in this clever and perceptive
family drama.
Find Me Gone by Sarah Meuleman- Harper -9780062870704- HC- $33.50- Thriller- 400 pp. –
October 2018 (Simult. TPB (9780062834652), DA (9780062867360) & E-book (9780062834669))
Find Me Gone is a haunting, whip-smart debut novel about second chances and the lengths one
young woman will go to keep her dark secrets sealed in the past.
Marilla of Green Gables by Sarah McCoy- William Morrow- 9780062697714- HC-$33.50Fiction- 320 pp. - October 2018 (Simultaneous TPB (9780062870155, $23.99), E-book
(9780062697738) and Digital Audio (9780062866943))

Marilla of Green Gables is an entertaining and moving novel that imagines the young life of spinster
Marilla Cuthbert and the choices that will open her life to the possibility of heartbreak-and
unimaginable greatness.
Melmoth: A Novel by Sarah Perry- Custom House- 9780062856395- HC- $34.99Fiction/Gothic- 288 pp. - October 2018 (Simult. TPB (9780062856425, $23.99), LP (9780062859686,
$34.99), e-book (9780062856418) & Digital Audio: 9780062856432)

For centuries, the mysterious dark-robed figure has roamed the globe, searching for those whose
complicity and cowardice has fed history’s darkest waters—and now, it is heading in our direction.

The Mermaid and Mrs. Hancock by Imogen Hermes Gowar- HarperCollins- 9781443456692TP Original- $24.99- Fiction/Literary- 496 pp.- September 2018 (Simult. Digital Audio
(9781443457149) & E-book (9781443456708))

In 1780s London, a prosperous merchant finds his quiet life upended when he unexpectedly receives
a most unusual creature—and meets a most extraordinary woman—in this much-lauded, atmospheric
debut. Shortlisted for the 2018 Women’s Prize for Fiction.
November Road by Lou Berney- William Morrow- 9780062663849- HC- $33.50- Fiction- 320
pp. –October 2018 (Simultaneous ITPE (9780062874757, $23.99) LP (9780062859563, $33.50), Digital
Audio (9780062866356) & E-book (9780062663870))

Set against the assassination of JFK, a poignant and evocative crime novel that centers on a desperate
cat-and-mouse chase across 1960s America—from the multiple award-winning author of The Long
and Faraway Gone
The Plus One by Sophia Money-Coutts- HQ- 9780008288471- HC-$28.99- Fiction / Romance384 pp. – September 2018 (Simult. TPB 9780008288556, $21.99 & E-book: 9780008288488)
Polly Spencer is single, turning thirty, and doing just fine- even if she’s still stuck writing fluff pieces
for Posh! Magazine and the chances of finding a plus one to her best friend’s summer wedding are
looking worryingly slim. But it’s a New Year, and things are going to change…
Roar by Cecelia Ahern – HarperCollins- 9780008283490- HC- $28.99- Fiction/Short Stories352 pp. - October 2018 (Simultaneous TPB (9780008283506) and e-book (9780008283513))
I am woman. Hear me roar. Witty, tender, surprising, these keenly observed tales speak to us all, and
capture the moment when we all want to roar.
The Seven Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle by Stuart Turton- HarperCollins-9781443457460 - TP
Original- $24.99- Mystery- 448 pp. -September 2018 (Simultaneous e-book: 9781443457477)
As fireworks explode overhead, Evelyn Hardcastle, the young and beautiful daughter of the house, is
killed. But Evelyn will not die just once. Until Aiden – one of the guests summoned to Blackheath
for the party – can solve her murder, the day will repeat itself, over and over again.
The Stylist by Rosie Nixon- William Morrow Paperbacks- 9780062856449- TP Original$19.99-Fiction- 400 pp.- Sept. 2018 (Simult. DA (9780062867261) & E-book (9780062856456))
In the tradition of The Devil Wears Prada comes Rosie Nixon’s debut novel, which follows a young
woman who is thrown into the fast-paced world of fashion and glamour as she’s forced to navigate
the treacherous Hollywood red carpets…while finding a fairytale love of her own
The Tattooist of Auschwitz by Heather Morris- Harper-9780062870674- HC- $33.50- Fiction /
Historical- 288 pp.- Sept. 2018 (Simult. TPB (9780062877000, $24.99), LP (9780062860941, TP, $24.99,
E-book: 9780062797162 & Digital Audio: 9780062866998)

A vivid, harrowing, and ultimately hopeful re-creation of Lale Sokolov's experiences as the man who
tattooed the arms of thousands of prisoners with what would become one of the most potent symbols
of the Holocaust, The Tattooist of Auschwitz is also a testament to the endurance of love and
humanity under the darkest possible conditions.
Trinity by Louisa Hall- Ecco- 9780062851963- HC- $33.95- Literary Fiction- 336 pp. – October
2018 (Simult. Digital Audio (9780062865373) & E-book (9780062851994))
From the acclaimed author of Speak comes a kaleidoscopic novel about Robert Oppenheimer—father
of the atomic bomb—as told by seven fictional characters.

The Way of All Flesh by Ambrose Parry- HarperCollins- 9781443457200- TP Original- $22.99Mystery- 416 pp. - August 2018 (Simult. E-book: 9781443457217)
Edinburgh, 1847: City of Medicine, Money, Murder. Young women are being discovered dead across
the Old Town, all having suffered similarly gruesome ends. Medical student Will Raven, apprentice to
the brilliant and renowned Dr Simpson, teams up with housemaid Sarah Fisher to find the killer in the
darkest shadows of Edinburgh’s underworld.
Nonfiction:
Born into It: A Fan's Life by Jay Baruchel
- HarperAvenue- 9781443452793- TP Original$22.99- Sports/Memoir- 272 pp. - October 2018 (Simult. E-book: 9781443452816)
Fever Pitch meets Anchor Boy in this collection of hilarious, heartfelt and nostalgic stories by lifelong
Montreal Canadiens superfan Jay Baruchel.
Fed Up: Emotional Labor, Women, and the Way Forward by Gemma Hartley- HarperOne9780062855985- HC- $33.50- Social Science / Feminism- 272 pp. - November 2018 (Simult. TPB
(9780062906496), Digital Audio (9780062884947) and E-Book: 9780062856487)

A rousing call to arms, packed with surprising insights, that explores how carrying the thankless dayto-day anticipating of needs and solving of problems large and small is adversely affecting women’s
lives and feeding gender inequality, and shows the way forward for better balancing our lives
Operation Columba--The Secret Pigeon Service: The Untold Story of World War II Resistance
in Europe by Gordon Corera- William Morrow- 9780062667076- HC- $35.99- History / Military352 pp.- October 2018 (Simult. Digital Audio (9780062876324) & E-book (9780062667090))
The fascinating, untold story of how British intelligence secretly used homing pigeons as part of a
clandestine espionage operation to gather information, communicate, and coordinate with members of
the Resistance to defeat the Nazis in occupied Europe during World War II.
The Ravenmaster: My Life with the Ravens at the Tower of London by Christopher SkaifeHarperCollins- 9781443455930- HC-$29.99- Memoir- 256 pp. – September 2018 (Simult. E-book:
9781443455947)

The first behind-the-scenes account of life with the legendary ravens at the world's eeriest monumentThe Tower of London.
Seduction: Sex, Lies, and Stardom in Howard Hughes's Hollywood by Karina LongworthCustom House-9780062440518- HC, $36.99- Performing Arts- 544 Pages- Nov. 2018 (Simult.
Large Print (9780062859679), Digital Audio (9780062866509) & E-book (9780062440532))

In this riveting popular history, the creator of You Must Remember This probes the inner workings of
Hollywood’s glamorous golden age through the stories of some of the dozens of actresses pursued by
Howard Hughes, to reveal how the millionaire mogul’s obsessions with sex, power and publicity
trapped, abused, or benefitted women who dreamt of screen stardom.
Why Religion? A Personal Story by Elaine Pagels- Ecco- 9780062368539- HC- $34.99- Biography
& Autobiography-240 pp. -November 2018 (Simult. Large Print (9780062860989), Digital Audio
(9780062866608) & E-book (9780062368553)

Why is religion still around in the twenty-first century? Why do so many still believe? And how do
various traditions still shape the way people experience everything from sexuality to politics, whether
they are religious or not?
Feel free to contact me at rosalyn.steele@harpercollins.com with questions.
Digital Reading Copies for most titles can be downloaded from www.edelweiss.plus

